
Items for Attention 
 
Securities America relies heavily on technology to identify and address issues and errors.  There are a 
couple of places to review these. 
 
Compliance Tab 
We received notification on Monday that beginning February 1st, failure to address Compliance Tab 
Acknowledgements by the 15th of the month could result in disciplinary action, which includes fines.   
 
For anyone who missed it earlier in the year, or needs a refresher, there is a video on the various 
features of the Compliance Tab which can be found two ways.  From the home page, Training tab you 
can select Compliance>Compliance Tab Training & Resources>Compliance Tab Training Video  
or Training Resource Library>Compliance Tab video 
or simply go to this link - Compliance Tab Video 
 
A few points of clarification: 

1) The verbal communication attestation is only required for the first 90 days of your affiliation 
with Securities America but it does need to be attested to on a weekly basis.   

2) For reps with administrative support, you can delegate most of the tasks in the compliance tab 
to them because they will be selecting the rep they are submitting items for in the process.  
However, there are two items that cannot be delegated.  Reps have to address any items under 
Hold Recommendation Risk and Large Cash/Zero Trade Risk themselves. 

3) Most items within the Compliance Tab can be addressed in a short amount of time, set aside a 
specific day each month to address this tab and you shouldn’t ever run afoul of compliance. 
 

Trade Monitor 
Failure to respond to Trade Monitor items within a timely manner can also result in fines.  If you are 
sending paperwork out to a client to address an item in Trade Monitor, please make a note under Case 
Notes as to date paperwork sent out.  This will allow us to extend the window for addressing these 
items. 
 
Account Servicing>Status  
Failure to address items in Account Servicing>Status can result in accounts being closed, or blocks being 
placed on accounts.  If a block is placed on a brokerage account, standing ACH instructions will not be 
processed, and fees will not be charged, if applicable. 
 
New Business>Status>Items in progress 
Failure to address Action Needed within New Business>Status>Items in progress will keep the bundle 
from progressing to the OSJ queue so if there is a transaction associated with the bundle it will be 
impacted. 
 

https://vimeo.com/securitiesamericapm/review/268416774/857294091e

